Introduction
We begin with the problem of predicting defoliation in a forest stand based on a measure of gypsy moth egg mass density. Knowledge of potential defoliation by gypsy moth is important from a management perspective (Liebhold et al., 1993) . See Table 1 for USDA Forest Service data, arising from 18 stands of 60 ha each (hereafter referred to as units) from three different forests. On the ith unit, n, circular subunits, each .1 hectares in size and laid out in systematic rectangular fashion, were observed. On each subunit a measure of gypsy moth egg mass density, X, and later defoliation, Y (expressed as a percentage), were obtained. The defoliation and egg mass values are paired on the n, subunits and are denoted by {X,,, Yt,, j = 1, n,). Here, as in many such studies, it is prohibitively costly to get exact values on the whole unit and their estimation from subsamples introduces measurement error. X , and Y , are the mean egg mass density and defoliation, respectively, averaged over the t~, subunits (see Table 1 ). The remaining columns provide estimates of the measurement error standard deviations and covariance if one treats the subunits as a simple random sample; see Section 2.1. After building a model, a new stand, assumed also to bc 60 ha in size, is considered on which an estimated egg mass density will be obtained. Based on this a predicted value and a prediction interval for the future defoliation is desired.
Motivated by this example, the problem of prediction in regression with measurement error in the regressors andlor the response is discussed. The measurement error variances and covariances are allowed to vary from unit to unit and are estimated by some type of within unit sampling. Of particular interest are settings where the sampling effort can change from unit to unit and yet another subsampling method is allowed on the future unit upon which prediction is to be made. For notational convenience, the simple linear regression case is considered first. Section 2 has a general discussion regarding which regression model should be employed in prediction with the argument made that in many cases prediction should be based on the regression defined in terms of the true values. Methods which correct for measurement error are summarized briefly in Section 3 and in Section 4, an estimate of the prediction standard deviation is given and applied to the defoliation example. Section 5 provides some discussion, including the extension to multiple linear regression.
Some aspects of the prediction problem in the presence of measurement error have been addressed by other authors including Ganse, Amemiya, and Fuller (1983) , Reilman and Gunst (1986) , Fuller (1987, 91.6 .3), Butts (1992, 1993) , and Buonaccorsi (1994) . Specific comments concerning these appear later. The current work is most closely connected to that of Butts (1992, 1993) who consider some aspects of prediction in simple linear regression, the former paper specifically interested in the prediction of aphids. Here we provide a broader discussion on choosing which regression to use for prediction, look more closely at estimating the prediction variance, and provide an extension to the multiple linear setting.
Modelling

Training Data
For the ith unit in the sample, let y , andx, denote the true values of the response variable and the regressor, respectively. The xi may be fixed (thefinnctional case) or random (the structural case). The structural setting can arise in a variety of ways, including the ultrastructural model of Dolby (1976) in which the x , have different expected values.
Consider the simple linear model in which where the F , are assumed independent and identically distributed with mean 0and constant variance u2,independent ofx,. One or both of the variables is assumed to be measured with error with Y, and X, denoting the estimators for the response and the regressor respectively on unit i . Denoting (y,, x,) by z , , then conditioning on the values f o r y , a n d x , , it is assumed that where E ( w , z ,
The E , V, and cov denote expected value, variance, and covariance, respectively. Equivalently one could write E ( Y , z i ) = y i and E ( X , z , ) = x , and the three terms in (2) also equal V(X,lz,), V(Yilzi), and cov(Y,, X , z , ) , respectively.
If either of the variables is observed exactly, the appropriate measurement error is set to 0,as is the corresponding variance and the covariance. The form of X,, Y, and the associated variances and covariance in (2) obviously depend on the particular problem. In the defoliation exampley, andx, are the true defoliation and egg mass density on the ith whole unit. The regression model of interest is expressed in terms of these values (rather than trying to model at the subunit level) since the prediction of defoliation will be for the whole unit, based on an estimate of egg mass density for the whole unit. The measurement error in this particular example is sampling error arising from the spatial subsampling of the unit. Suppose the ith unit in the sample is divided into N , equal size subunits with T;,, 72, and T~~, denoting the among-subunit variances and covariance of defoliation and egg mass values on the ith unit. Consider a simple random sample of n, subunits with X,, and Y,, denoting the measured egg mass density and defoliation on the jth subunit sampled. Then X , = C. ; : , X,,/n,, with Y, similarly defined, and (omitting the finite population correction factor which is close to 1 for this example) u:, = ~; , / n , , u;, = and u,,, = rqr/n,. ;~/ n~,
The u values are estimated by replacing T values with their sample versions using the replicates; e.g., i2i = C. ; '
: , (Xi, -X,) 2/ (n, -1 ) ; Table 1 shows the resulting estimates.
The subsampling scheme can be rather arbitrary as long as with x , and y , fixed, X, and Yi are unbiased for them and (for later inferences) a way to estimate the quantities in (2) is available. With spatial subsampling for example, there is no requirement that the subunits be of equal size either within or among whole units, but for (1) to make sense, the whole units will typically have to be similar in size.
2.2 The Future Unit For a future unit upon which prediction is to be based, let x, denote the fixed true value of the regressor, which could be the realized value of a random variable. Let X, denote the estimator of x, and let yo denote the random response which one is trying to predict. Prediction must be carried out based on the observed value of X,. Given x , , assume The magnitude and the form of the estimate of ui depends on the subsampling on the new unit, with 6, and hence uz,equal to 0when there is no measurement error on the new unit. An unbiased estimator irg is assumed available from the subsampling.
Which Regression to Use?
There are three options we consider:
1. In the training data just regress Y , o n X , (choosing some model in the usual way) and carIy out the prediction as is typically done with no measurement error. 2. As in 1, regress Y, o n X , , but in this case recognize the measurement error in the response and obtain a modified estimate for u< and a modified prediction interval. 3. Correct for measurement error in the training data to obtain an estimate of the regression of y o n x and an estimate of u2.The prediction of y , uses these estimated quantities as detailed in Section 4.
Options 1 and 2 are reasonable when the conditional behavior of y , given Xi, for i = 1 to n , is the same as the conditional behavior of y , given X,. A few observations are made regarding this assumption. One requirement is that the regressor lnztst he ranctom both in the training set and on the new unit. This point was made by Fuller (1987, p. 76 ) in a setting with random regressors in the training data and a fixed regressor on the new unit. The reason is that when x is fixed, the distribution of y l X is simply the distribution of y (which depends on x ) since y and X are independent.
Even with random regressors, it is not always the case that options 1or 2 should be automatically pursued. The conditional distribution of y , given X , will depend on both the marginal distribution of x , and the subsampling within each unit. The easiest case in which to demonstratc the effcct of the subsampling is in the structural case with normality. Suppose (x,, y , ) is distributed bivariatc normal and given (x,, y , ) = ( x " , y *), (X,, Yi) is bivariatc normal with mean (x'., y ' ) and a covariance matrix Tini. In this case ( X , , Y,) is unconditionally bivariate normal and the conditional distribution of Y ,X, is univariate normal with a mean and variance that depends on n , . Similarly one can show thc influence of thc mean and variance o f x , on the distribution of Y,IX,.
In gcncral then, with either fixed regressors in the training data or on the new unit, unequal subsampling efforts, or changing means for truc values in thc structural casc, one should typically bc using option 3. This is clcarly what should be done for the defoliation problem.
Problcms with a normal structural modcl and normal measurement error models can be handled using spccial mcthods. Example 1.61 in Fuller (1987) illustrates the casc with unequal measurement error covariances bcing a function of the within unit samplc size, while Ganse et al. (1983) treat a casc with the marginal distribution on t h e x bcing different for the units on which prediction is to be Prediction in t h e Presence of M e a s u r e m e n t Error made than it was on the training data. Reilman and Gunst (1986) considcr simple lincar rcgrcssion with a normal structural model, normal and independent measurement errors with constant variances, and known reliability ratio. They compare prediction using simple least squares to prediction based on maximum likelihood estimators for the regression in terms of true values based on asymptotic mean squared error. For illustrative purposes, here is a setting where option 1 or 2 would work in the context of the defoliation example. Suppose there is a general region consisting of some population of units of which then units in the training set are a random sample. Further, the subsampling scheme is always the same in any selected unit; for example, one always takes a systematic sample of 20 subunits. In addition, the new unit upon which prediction is to be made is randomly chosen from the original population of interest, and the subsampling on this new unit, which yields X,, is also identical to what was used in the training data. In this case the conditional distribution of y given X is well defined and is the same for all training units and the future unit. It is worth noting that there is nothing that prohibits the conditional measurement error variance i n x from being a function of the realized x ; this changing variance simply gets rolled in as part of the conditional model for y given X . Since the objective here is to predict the true defoliation on the whole unit, one should remove the error in y ; see Buonaccorsi (1994) for details.
Correcting For Measurement Error
The focus now is on prediction using the regression among the true values. Methods to correct for measurement error are described elsewhere (Section 3.1 of Fuller (1987) , Buonaccorsi (1994) ) and are briefly summarized here. Define S, , = Z, (X, -X ) ( Y , -Y ) l (n -1) and S x x = Z, (X, -x ) 2 / n -1, where x = Z,X,/n and 7 is similarly defined. The unweighted estimators from equation (3.1.19) in Fuller (1987) (using the minor modification suggested by Buonaccorsi (1994) ) can be expressed as: Fuller (1987) also gives a weighted estimator but just the unweighted estimator is treated here to focus our discussion on prediction.
Inferences for linear combinations of p are based on the approximate normality of p,,and p, (see Theorem 3.1.1 in Fuller (1987) ) for which an estimated covariance matrix of (p,, p , ) is needed.
Denote this by Zp with components i l l , = vTr(P,,), 11, = vTr(p,), and i l l , , = cYv(p,, p,).There are two ways given by Fuller (1987) for obtaining Zp; a fully robust estimator (equation 3.1.12) and a normal based estimator (equation 3.1.23). These are referred to here as the robust and normal estimates, respectively. Table 2 displays the estimated coefficients from the use of simple least squares and the unweighted measurement error correction, along with the information from the robust and normal based Zp.
Prediction 4.1 General Results
Recall that our interest is in predicting the realization of the random quantity y,, from X<,using the regression of y on x. Consider x , as fixed. Using the well known fact that the best linear predictor of y , is E ( y , x , ) and the fact that E ( X , ) = x , , the natural candidate is y, = p, + p ,~, .The prediction error is where xh, = (1, x,) and p' = (P,, PI). Now, E ( W ) = xh, E ( p -P) and V(W) = E [ V ( Wb] + V [E(WI p)]. Since 6, is independent of /3 with mean 0, this leads to
The expected squared error of prediction is V ( W ) + E ( W )'. If p is consistent for P , then 9, is asymptotically unbiased for y, in the sense that E ( W ) converges to 0.
There are three different contributions to the prediction variance in (6). The first, a 2 , is due to the error in the equation, the second arises from the uncertainty in p , while the third, containing a;, results from measurement error on the new unit. Omitting uncertainty arising from estimation of P(i.e., setting cov(8) = O), (6) agrees with the average squared prediction error on page 76 of Fuller (1987) .
For estimating a & , p:&g is unbiased for ~( p : )~; , a 2is estimated (consistently under some conditions) by h2, while x:,, cov(p)x,, = ~( p , )
+ 2 x , cov(p,, p , ) + x:V(p,). Since E ( X 2 ) = x: + a: a reasonable estimate of x;, cov(B)x,, is r i , + 2 X , i~, ,+ ( X ; -& ; ) v , . Combined, an estimated standard deviation for the prediction is Dropping the uncertainty in fi, yields && = & 2 + Bf&g which is essentially equation (4.2) in Schaalje and Butts (1993) . The connection is not exact in that here an estimate of measurement error variance (6;) specific to the new unit is used. Schaalje and Butts (1993) focus mainly on the constant measurement error variance case (the exception being a brief comment at the end of Section 3) and what corresponds to our 62 is in their work an estimate of the average measurement error variance in x obtained from the training data. On the other hand, the correspondence of (7) to equation (12) of Schaalje and Butts (1992) is almost exact except they do not have the -&:7l1 term.
Ifx, is random, say with mean p, and variance a;, then a; should also be treated as random as it may depend onx,. With negligible bias in b , V ( W ) = a 2+ ~( p , )+ 2 p , cov(p,, p , ) + (p:
) and this would be estimated in the same fashion as whenx,, is fixed, since E(X:) = p; + a: + E ( a ; ) .
The formation of prediction intervals could pose problems. One naive approach is to trcat Wl&, as approximately N ( 0 , 1 ) which leads to an approximate prediction interval o f y , I+_ , & , .
z , While this may work in some settings, some caution should be exercised. Examining (S), with a suitable sample size, x;,B is approximately normal based on large sample theory while normality of E , requires normality of the error in the equation for the new unit. The most troublesome term is 0,6,, a product of two random quantities. While "asymptotically" this will be normally distributed, the asymptotics require an increasing subsampling effort on the new unit, or that 6, be normally distributed and p, be precise enough to be treated as a constant. Finally, the approximate normality of the standardized value relies on "consistency," of ir,, but with a fixed subsampling effort on the new unit, &: does not converge in probability to anything. Further work is underway on evaluating prediction intervals in this context.
The Defoliation Example
We return now to the defoliation example. Estimates of the measurement error variances and covariance were discussed in Section 2.1 assuming simple random sampling within a unit. The subunits were actually obtained systematically, so one cannot estimate the measurement error variances; see Cochran (1977, Chapter 8) . The estimators based on simple random sampling will be used for illustration and should be reasonable in the absence of any periodic behavior over the sampling grid.
To assess the prediction error, we use the original data and treat each unit in turn as if it were the new unit with the accompanying replicate X values used to produce X, and &: . Figure 1 displays 9, I+_ 1. 9 6 u w using the robust and the normal based C p .Despite what are rather large differences between the estimated variances and covariances with the two methods (see Table 2 ), there is not much difference between the two prediction intervals at most values ofX,. At the two larger values of X , there is a larger discrepancy between the two methods. This difference is unimportant though, since both intervals are uninformative due to the fact that defoliation must be between 0 and 100. Given the earlier discussion, some caution is needed in viewing these a s approximate 95% prediction intervals.
P r~d i c t i o tĩn the P~.cso~c.c of Me~rs/lrct?7cnt Error
A second item of interest is how much of the prediction error is d u e t o the three causes itemized following (6). T o this end, the prediction intervals are displayed three ways in Figure 2 utilizing the robust version of C,,.
I . Using ci, in it's entirety. 2. Eliminating the piece due to measurement error on the new unit; i.e.. setting 6;= 0 in 6,,.
3. Eliminating the piece due to uncertainty in p and the piece due t o measurement error in the new unit: i.e., c i , = ci.
The key contribution t o the width of the prediction interval is the error in the ecluation a s represented by ci'. At the larger values of X c , , which are accompanied by large measurement error variances, there is also a major contribution due t o measurement error on the new unit; illustrated by the difference from to A. On such units, an increased sampling effort would be effective at reducing the width of the interval. T h e ~~n c e r t a i n t y due t o the estimation of the regression coefficients seems t o be the least important of the three sources.
Discussion
The goal here was t o provide n general discussion as t o when and how prediction should be based on the regression defined in terms of true values and provide an estimate of the prediction error variance. Of particular interest was allowing general measurement error varianceicovariance structures that could change across units.
While Some issues need further investigation. One question is how the covariance of b should be estimated. The current choices are the fully robust and normal based versions. Some intermediate forms which take advantage of the model assumptions in (1) but do not assume normality, and the use of resampling methods could be considered. For the defoliation example, since the contribution of uncertainty in the coefficients to the prediction interval was small, this issue is not that important. As noted, while estimation of the variance of W is helpful in assessing prediction error, further assessment of prediction intervals is crucial, especially for small to moderate sample sizes.
The defoliation example was used to both motivate and illustrate the problem, but some additional comments are in order. First, the three forests were combined in the analysis for illustration, but an examination of the residuals from the fitted model gives some indication of a changing intercept across forests. One approach is to allow a different intercept for each forest. While this would be useful if one was going back to predict on any of these three forests, it would not be useful in predicting on future units outside of these forests. A better option in this case would be to utilize some other covariates in the model which capture the among-forest differences. Some other applied issues, including residual analysis and how defoliation is measured, are discussed by Buonaccorsi (1994) who treated a subset of the data considered here, but did not address prediction using the regression in terms of true values.
Finally, although an example from ecology involving spatial subsampling was used for illustration, the results here have much greater applicability. For example, one might wish to predict some health response variable y , at a certain point in time, based on an average exposure x over some fixed prior time interval with the average exposure estimated by taking some number of replicate measures of exposure.
